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FOLDING CARTONS |  LABEL APPLICATION EQUIPMENT



Whether it’s the eye-catching graphics and application 
versatility of film or the highly efficient and printable 
options of paper, our labels meet demanding 
performance requirements from the production floor to 
transportation, storage to the dairy case. 

With over 45 years of experience serving the dairy 
industry, we continue to evolve in our capabilities:

• The latest press technologies ensure the most 
appropriate solution regardless of run size 

• We understand the importance of color 
management, like matching cap colors and 
maintaining graphics consistency across a range 
of products 

• Our materials experts also develop special label 
formats and constructions that go beyond just 
identifying your product to help you build and 
promote your brand.

Pressure-Sensitive Labels

Why Dairy Labeling 
and Packaging 
Solutions from
WS Packaging Group?

Folding Carton  

Complete label and packaging solutions 

for brand consistency, shelf impact, 

shopper engagement, and packaging line 

productivity.

We understand the market application requirements 
and can provide insight into the correct materials and 
design specifications for high-volume to short-runs, 
including promotional folding cartons. We also design 
and produce stock and custom inner packs, trays, 
partitions, dividers, and carriers for product protection 
and stabilization.



With printing and packaging facilities across the U.S. and in Mexico, 
including hundreds of printing presses, we can provide the production 
capacity to meet your timeframe. Whether you order thousands of 
labels or millions, our equipment delivers the same quality results, 
every time.

The Capacity to Meet your  
Labeling Demands

Like shrink labels, roll-fed wrap labels offer 
360-degree visual impact:

• Typically more suitable for straight-wall 
applications where they wrap the entire 
container and, depending on the type 
of film material, provide a limited range 
of shrink

• In addition to film material, roll-fed wrap 
labels can be produced with paper 
substrates.

Package multiple products or 
multiple units together with multi-
pack bands. Encourage group 
purchase tied to a seasonal event, 
create awareness for a new product, 
induce trial for a line extension, or 
allow promotional co-branding.

Roll-Fed Wrap Labels

Multi-Pack Bands

Elevate your brand by combining container 
shape and size with high-end graphics:

• Full-body shrink sleeve labels cover 
top-to-bottom with a 360-degree 
footprint to create differentiation at the 
shelf

• Shrink labels offer application 
versatility because they can be used 
on any container type, including 
plastic, glass, and metal

• With shrink films, your brand graphics 
are protected from exposure to 
scratching, scuffing, and 
contaminants because the film is 
reverse printed.

Shrink Sleeve Labels



Promotions Help Consumers Navigate
the Path to Purchase

Lease options offer the right solution for single-run or short-term needs
For single-run promotions, trials, or other short-term demands, you can lease the equipment you need, complete with installation, 
technical support, and service for a trouble-free run. Get the job done and out the door without major line changes or capital 
investments. And for longer-term production opportunities, our lease-to-own program options make future production line 
expansions more manageable. Whether you lease or buy, you can depend on a complete installation, mechanical support, and 
service for a trouble-free run. 

Our WSAutomation application specialists ensure all systems are built for optimal integration into your existing production line. Our 
responsive service technicians are committed to keeping your line running. Maximizing your productivity is our goal.

Label Application Equipment

Motivating shopper behavior at multiple levels helps drive 
consumer participation and increases sales. We offer a broad 
portfolio of promotional products to drive repeat purchase, build 
loyalty, increase usage, trade up, and encourage multiple 
purchases, as well as provide cross-promotions, including:

• Coupons

• Promotions

• Games and sweepstakes

• Loyalty programs and cards

• On-pack and in-pack promotions

 

HERMA H400

LightningTM 50

The challenge of placing a label on a bottle in a harsh dairy production environment can be a difficult challenge. 
The solution lies in the right label, the right adhesive, and the right application equipment. We engineer and 
manufacture label application equipment based on your exact requirements. Our machines are flexible and 
can be adapted to your changing needs. 

Our WSAutomation application specialists ensure all systems are built for optimal integration into your 
existing production line. Maximizing your productivity is our goal.

The Lightning™ 50 is the most reliable label applicator in the dairy industry. Dairies have non-stop 
production lines. To meet ongoing consumer demand, dairy operations require dependability and 
long-life from their packaging equipment. The Lightning™ 50 labeler is a robust system:

• It can include a back belt, orientation screw, and rails for precise control of bottles through the labeler

• The roll-on, tamp, tamp/blow, front/back, wrap, and end-of-line capabilities give the Lightning™ 50 
labeler the flexibility to handle various product applications 

• The unit is engineered for line portability and can easily change from right-hand to left-hand applications.

The HERMA H400 pressure-sensitive labeler is a compact and fully automatic unit that delivers broad 
application versatility for prime and case labeling:

• The modular configuration easily integrates into any production line or can be built into an existing 
labeling machine and customized to meet specific production requirements

• Automatic synchronization of labeling and product speeds via an encoder ensures accurate label 
placement

• Regardless of the configuration, the servo drive unit remains the same, which helps minimize downtime

• Available in left- and right-hand versions for upright, horizontal or suspended operations, the HERMA 400 
labeler is engineered for easy expansion, adaptability, and software updating, all of which maximizes your 
overall production.



WebFlex™ Online Print Management

Purchasing is only one cost associated with printed items in your supply chain. 
Management costs for the procurement process, along with supporting graphics 
development and approval, can in many cases exceed the actual purchase cost.

With our WebFlex™ online system, you’ll save time and reduce costs by combining 
all aspects of your project planning and management:

• Your entire graphics inventory is maintained in a single, centralized electronic 
portfolio

• All key functions in the approval process, including product development, 
design, marketing, and legal, have individual access to the project through 
dedicated WebFlex™ logins

• Approval hierarchies can be customized to your organization

• 24/7 login availability to WebFlex™ from our website homepage with secure 
password protection

• Access information for every phase of the production and fulfillment process to 
keep projects on time and on budget help to increase your speed-to-market 

• All information is provided in real-time, allowing you to better manage your 
supply chain, even with last-minute changes.

Use digital printing to reduce order delivery time by streamlining label printing and proofing, enhance creative options via 
customization capabilities, and deliver an end product that meets or exceeds your print quality standards. Offering both Inkjet and 
Digital Offset print options allows us to match the right digital print technology to the application. Extend your brand strategy 
further:

• Use variable imaging to personalize or change each image on an item-by-item basis for one-to-one marketing initiatives

• Cost-effectively launch startups and regional rollouts that may eventually convert to longer-run print technologies, including 
new-product mock-ups, seasonal promotions, and test marketing

• Leverage small-volume, multiple SKU runs

• Reduce the cost of obsolescence and waste by printing only what you need when you need it. 

Expand Consumer Engagement with the Speed, 
Quality, and Flexibility of Inkjet and Digital Offset

Save time and reduce costs by managing every step of your 
dairy packaging and labeling projects online.

WebFlex™ is fast, easy, and convenient.



With printing and packaging facilities across the U.S. and in Mexico, WS Packaging Group is one of the largest printing and label converting operations in North America. 
We produce high-quality label and packaging products for customers from emerging start-up companies to category-leading Fortune 500 brands.

We offer extensive capabilities in flexographic, screen, digital, and offset printing; finishing effects like hot and cold foiling and embossing; in-house R&D teams for 
innovative constructions and product development, resulting in multiple industry patents; state-of-the-art research labs; and a proprietary online ordering, proofing,  
and brand graphics management system capable of seamlessly managing thousands of SKUs.

WS Packaging Group provides a complete label and packaging solution because we’re the only converter that is an OEM of standard and customized label application equipment.

WSPackaging&Label

•  Labels (pressure sensitive,  
glue applied, and in-mold) 

• Folding cartons
• Shrink decorations
• Dome labels
• MultiVision® extended text labels
•  Flexible packaging
• Durable and compliance labels
• Printed and specialty tape

WSPromotion

• Games & sweepstakes
• Coupons & folded booklets
• Large-format graphics & signs
• POP/POS
• Overwraps
• Hang tags
• Industrial graphics & signage

WSTechnology

• RFID tags and applicators
• NFC/Near Field RFID
• Track and trace
• Serialization
• LinerLESS™

• Brand protection
• R&D

WSAutomation

• Lighting™ Label Applicators
• HERMA Label Applicators
• Primara™ Print & Apply  
 Applicators
•  Spectra™ Custom  

Application Systems

For more information:
call 877-977-5177

email marketing@wspackaging.com
or visit wspackaging.com

Trademarks pictured are the property  
of their respective owners. 

Put the power of our innovation to work for you!

Certifications and Sustainability

Our commitment to product quality is matched 
by our commitment to how we do business. Our 
award-winning sustainable manufacturing processes 
are your assurance we minimize waste and 
environmental impact.

WS Packaging Group is a true single-source 
provider of innovative dairy packaging and 
branding solutions that increase your shelf 
impact, brand consistency, and productivity 
through four dedicated product offerings.


